
APPENDIX C 
The FORECASTS ANNIVERSARIES DI W. D. GANN 
W. D. Gann rendered available to the public the forecasts anniversaries for a variety of financial markets 
including actions and cereals. Its forecasts for the securities market very were known for their precision, 
and sold for $100 during the great depression in 1930.  
Gann primarily hid the bases of its forecasts in great secret, because of their semplicità. If the public had 
known as these forecasts were made it would not have intentional to pay high prices for they. This short 
one written will identify the principle base behind the forecasts anniversaries of W. D. Gann. Although 
there are other considerations that must be held R-on account in order putting to point the forecast, 
single foundation is one (principle) of base to the approach. 
In the introduction to its share market forecast of the 1919 Gann it asserted: "the history is repeated in 
the securities market like also in the screw of the men."It said also that it based its forecasts 
anniversaries on: "a factor time that I have uncovered", and that this factor time was the base for its 
"Master Time Factor". 
Exposed simply, Gann went behind ten and vent' years in the financial market that was previewing and 
used the dates of the points of reversal in those years for its forecast.  
The astrological correlation with this period of time is the successive conjunctions and oppositions of 
the cycle Giove - Saturno, that it happens every ten years. 
A copy of the "Share Market forecast for 1922" of Gann is included in Figure C.1. Under its forecast 
they are the diagrams of a year of the securities market in 1912 and 1902, that they were ten and twenty 
years before the year that Gann was previewing. 
  
In spite of everything the mystery and the price associate to you with these forecasts and the "Master 
Time Factor", sure was a simple concept. 
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Figure C.1 
Forecast anniversary of W. D. Gann of the securities market for the 1922 (graphical one up); and the 
securities market ten years before in 1912, and twenty years before in the 1902 (graphical one in 
bottom). 
  

Note: This is a computer translation of the original webpage. It is provided for general information only and should not be regarded as complete nor 
accurate.
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